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Under 18 Women

Golden Grove
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Aldinga

1
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Blackwood

7

3
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Under 18 Men—BYE

Golden Grove Football Club is a member of:

Become A Sponsor
The Golden Grove Football Club has developed into one of the largest represented football clubs in
Australia boasting 35 Junior and Senior teams including U12, 14, 16, 18 Girls and Div 5 Women’s
teams.
As a proud community leader assisting not only in the development of our junior and senior footballers, the Golden Grove Football Club is an active contributor supporting charities within our local
and wider community.
Our charity fundraiser planned for 2017 is in support of the Zahra Foundation and we will again be
seeking the generous support of our club membership.
An important part of developing our footballers is to ensure they have the best facilities and equipment available to them and also to provide their families and supporters a safe and friendly environment to enjoy the hospitality of the Golden Grove Football Club.
We have already completed some major construction programs at Harper’s Field in the past few
years and this season we will be constructing unisex shower & changing areas to support our ever
increasing female playing members.
So, if you or your company are interested in joining the growing Golden Grove Football Club
through a sponsorship arrangement to support our initiatives to grow and develop our young footballers and our community facilities, we would be happy to outline our packages in detail to you.
We have developed a range of affordable sponsorship packages with significant value to our sponsors through exposure to our many members and the wider community.
Please contact Kate Grandey directly (at kjgrandey@bigpond.com or 0439434034) who will be
more than happy to walk you through our sponsorship packages for 2017

Under 7 Gold
21 goals were shared between the team in our cracking game against Hope Valley at their home ground on Sunday. The boys relished the bigger field and the Golden Grove spectators enjoyed a solid team display of football.
Some highlights throughout the four quarters: Dylan Farrelly and Noah Archer kicked their first goals for the Kookaburras and Dylan also took a great mark in the first quarter.
Luke Schulz commenced the game well with three marks and three goals in the first quarter.
Cailan Rachwal had a solid game with many accurate kicks and great hand passes to team mates as well as two
goals.
Riley Pilgrim – two kicks in the first half that were accurately passed to his team mates.
Brady Borgas and Henry Brown – hitting targets and marking with confidence. Great leading and Henry’s first goal
was an Eddie Betts snap from the pocket. Both players had fantastic games and four goals between them.
Eli Peterson- Excellent determination and confidence. A goal in the second quarter. Chased the ball and good kicks
on the run.
Noah Hunter – great clearances in the middle and an unbelievable run down the wing that resulted in a goal. A
spectacular mark in the third quarter.
Owen Doyle – Reads the play well and was involved for all four quarters. Fantastic handpassing and kicking to his
team mates.
Dan Braunack – An unbelievable chest mark in the second quarter and a great goal.
Mitchell Weaving – Excellent reading of the play. Lots of marks under pressure throughout the game and 2 goals in
the third quarter.
Cooper Payne - Powerful ruck taps in the third quarter and a fantastic goal in the fourth quarter.
Tyler Graham - Ferocious at the footy in the fourth quarter and lots of touches in the last quarter. 2 goals for the
game.
Owen Mann- Hard work in the middle of the ground and 2 accurate kicks to team members.
Ethan Dempsey – Excellent determination to hustle in and under and pick up the ball and a big kick that resulted in
a goal.
As you can see a dominant game from all Kookaburra players. Well Done U7 Team Gold!

Under 7 Green
The Green Kookies were home to Broadview today
and it was pleasing to see the kids offer a strong start
after a disappointing start last week. We were down
many players (Brodie, Ethan, Cooper) but Jacob Day,
as captain, lead the way with a strong physical performance.
Chelsea played her best game for the season with 10
kicks and a couple of great shots at goal. Wyatt kicked
his first goal with some help from his team mates, and
William Savona and Lincoln had 3 or 4 strong efforts
in front of goal. Mason Easter also grabbed a nice
hard-ball in the contest and kicked a goal.
Thomas took a solid mark and kicked a nice goal, and
I was very pleased with some of the sharing displayed
– Hayden shared, Mason Maynard kicked a goal and
shared to William, Tucky kicked a few goals and shared to Thomas and Chelsea even shared to a girl from the other team!!! I was very please with Taylor’s first hard ball get of the season, showing he feels part of his new team,
and is starting to enjoy being amongst it.
In the end, our Kookies were too rough and tough and fast to get to the ball to allow Broadview even a sniff and with
space created by Jarvis, Annelise, Caillin, who must have had 10 kicks and Alexander, who constantly took intercept marks, we created opportunities to score time and time again.

Well done Green Kookies – a solid effort all round!!

Under 8 Blue
Round 2 saw U8 Blue play our first home game for season against Salisbury North. We were again blessed with
great weather and very strong numbers with 19 ready to play, unfortunately Rylie is still restricted to the side lines
due to injury however we are hopeful to have him return shortly. Our captain for the day was Harry, unfortunately
our recent good luck of winning the toss ran out and we were kicking into a slight breeze towards the northern end.
The main focus areas for the game were: First to the footy, smart kicks and team work.
The boys headed out to their positions, the anticipation and excitement increased across Harpers Field as we waited for the siren to start our game. As the first quarter commenced, Salisbury North got the jump early winning possession out of the middle which kept the boys in defence busy. As the quarter went on, we began to win more of the
ball which created a number of opportunities. In the middle Austyn and Blake were busy gaining possession through
great persistence and pressure whilst Kye stood strong to win a number of strong overhead marks. In defence,
Lochy and Ryan started the game with lots of energy covering plenty of ground and not giving their opponents much
opportunity. Down the other end of the ground, Jackson showed a great desire to win the footy, pouncing on a loose
footy then was able to kick a goal.
As the first quarter came to an end, the U8 Blue boys came together for a quick drink and changes to the team. The
break also gave the coaching staff an opportunity to highlight some great pressure attacks and go over the focus
areas to the boys.

The second quarter commenced with
Joshua and Jayden showing a great endeavour to win the footy out of the middle.
Louis appeared to be very fresh after having a rest in the first quarter covering a
great amount of ground. With the ball being won in the middle, this gave our forwards plenty of opportunities. Jamison
won a hard ball and was unlucky not to
score a goal early in the quarter, Asher
and Brady were also busy. Patrick was
very active winning a number of possessions and was able to send one straight through the middle for a goal. Down
the other end of the field in defence, Sam and Callum appeared to be super fresh after a rest in the first quarter and
gave their opponents minimal room to move. The half time siren sounded which gave everyone and chance to have
a quick drink and enjoy an orange. After a big first half, the boys had clearly built up a massive appetite demolishing
a large container of oranges in record time.
As the third quarter commenced, the energy and pressure by the boys was amazing with a number of strong attacks drawing loud applause from the crowd. The ball was certainly moving fast from end to end. Cameron was very
busy in the forward lines winning multiple possessions of the footy though strong marks or great pressure, Blake
was able to dive on a loose ball to win a free kick and then was able to send the ball straight through the middle.
Down the other end of the field in defence Jacob was provided considerable pressure to win possession or to cause
a turnover, Jackson continued to be very busy continuing to run solidly. The siren sounded to conclude the third
quarter which gave all involved a quick opportunity to grab a drink and recharge for the last quarter. After a quick
chat and encourage to boys to run extra hard for our first home game.
The last quarter commenced under almost perfect conditions with a strong home crowd encouraging the boys on. In
the middle of the ground Sam, Kye and Callum were all very busy and were able to move the ball deep into our forward line. Whilst in defence, Lochy and Jamison continued to run the game out strongly. Unfortunately, early in the
quarter Asher was accidently trod on after a short rest on the side lines it was great to see him come back on to run
out the game strongly. As the final siren blew, we congratulated the other team for a great game and then sang the
club song extra loud for our first game at home.
Today, we played a well another well experienced and drilled team however it was great to see that we were again
able to show a great level of pressure, enthusiasm and never give up attitude for the entire game and that if we stick
to our game plan and play good team football we are certainly able to compete with any team.
After the game it was great to see many of our families come along to a team BBQ at Carisbrook Park. The kids
certainly seemed to have a great time getting to know each other better. Special thanks to Kate for organising the
day and Scott for donning the apron to cook the BBQ.
I would like to thank all that assisted with the game in particular Matt, Shannon and Mark who assisted with marshalling and motivating the boys. Next week, will see us back at Harpers Field against Modbury U8 White on Sunday. GO BURRAS!

Under 8 Green
Under 8 Green had their first of four Friday night games at tea tree gully this week and it was perfect conditions for
football and the boys didn’t disappoint their fans.
Led onto the field by captains Nicholas and Jacob the lads came out with a lot more determination and team work
after a rusty start to the year last week.
It was a battle of the midfields in the first quarter where Toby, Zac, Angus, Ryder and Lucas held their own against
a very competitive TTG. A kick out from big Mason in defence provided an easy mark to Ryder who had worked into
space and moved the ball forward where we eventually got on the scoreboard through Ethan B.
The second quarter saw Ethan M come off the bench and in true Ethan style did not stop until he made the ball his
own gathering plenty of it and with the help of Adam, Maison, Nicholas and AJ managed to slot 2 goals and a silky
handball to captain Nick almost resulting in another goal.
After smashing down a few oranges at half time the boys came out firing again with AJ getting plenty of it as usual,
a couple of hard ball gets to Nicholas, second gamer Maison chipping in with a couple of touches, and a lovely
clean mark to the big kicking Adam resulting in a nice goal from the pocket to the quick running Lucas.
The defence was phenomenal in this quarter with not much getting past the improved Charlie, Tyler and Ethan B
and a few big marks from Jackson along with a couple of long clearing kicks from co-captain Jacob we managed to
keep the ball away from the goals.
The last quarter was dominated by our midfield and forwards with little Maxy B and the new and improved Brock
getting plenty of it along with Mason and Will we managed to keep it away from the TTG forward line.
All 5 of the forwards consisting of Ryder, Lucas, Angus, Zac and Toby had at least 1 shot on goal but only managing to kick points until Zac hit Toby with a beautiful pass and finally managed to get a major on the board.
Although we missed a few in the last it was pleasing to see the boys man up and lock the ball in the forward third for
most of the quarter.
It’s amazing what a difference a week can make. The continuous improvement of each boy from last year is noticeable to everyone and with the addition of Joseph, Brock, Maison improving each week and Zac returning after a
year off the Under 8 green ratbags should be a force for years to come. Keep up the good work boys!

Under 9 Green
Round 2 saw us play our first game at Harpers Field in
2017, we’d had a comfortable win against Walkerville the
week before so we were rightfully high in confidence. We’d
had an good night at training where again we’d spent some
time on our tackling, but had stayed away from goal kicking,
time will tell if this was a good move.
I got to Harpers Field at about 8:15 to set the ground up
and it was pretty cold, I think about 8-9 degrees, and we
haven’t even hit winter yet!! The grass was dewy, and the
new leather footy that we are now using is going to be a
challenge for the lads to handle, were my thoughts.
By the time the players started to arrive it was getting a bit
nicer and I didn’t have anyone complaining about it being too cold, so that was a positive start.
Lukas was set to play a full 4 quarters today and start the game in the middle. I asked him if he’d like to be our Captain for the game, which he was excited about. The Captain’s other job is to get the ‘Go Burras’ pump up going before the game. Lukas did that well.
Fitzroy was our opponent and with our two games against them in 2016 I was comfortable that we could get the job
done. They were light on for numbers in the first quarter so we lent them Oli Peck.
The first term was very hard fought with lots of tackling, we were on top of Fitzroy and gave our forwards some
good opportunities, but we just kept up our bad kicking and couldn’t get one through the big sticks. Kody, Blake and
Trae in the backlines were under some pressure and managed to do a very good job restricting Fitzroy’s opportunities. Trae has started finding the ball a lot more in games and his confidence is really growing.

At quarter time we spoke about having a look where we were kicking and to use our teammates more often. We
were blazing away and not kicking the ball to our team’s advantage.
The second quarter saw Lukas and Kian both kick some nice goals which gave us a nice lead, but with Fitzroy congesting our forward line for a lot of the quarter it made it hard to get any more clear shots on goal. Jordy, Hunter and
Ryder were all starting to get really involved in the first half and Ethan had a shot on goal which unfortunately didn’t
quite go through.
Blake got tackled pretty hard during a play and I knew he must have been hurting. He looked ok, so I said to shake
it off and go hard for the next contest. He led up to a long pass from Hudson and clunked it! I think it was one of the
cleanest marks that Blake has taken. He felt better all of a sudden.
Halftime came around and we spoke about some of the things that we were doing well and what we could improve
on. Our tackling pressure was excellent, when we lose possession of the ball, we are so determined to get it back,
which is a real credit to the boys. Our goal kicking and sticking to our positions is continuing to be a problem. After a
bit of encouragement, let’s see if we can improve on these two things.
Hudson, Carter, Oli were starting in the middle and we wanted to give our forwards lots of opportunities. Tye and
Hunter had excellent quarters, probably the best they’ve had for the club. Hudson snapped 2 goals in the quarter to
give us some breathing room, but the job wasn’t done yet.
Quarter 4 was scrappy, we again were messy in front of the goals. Fitzroy really congested the ball and it’s hard to
get our players to stick to their positions.
All players got in there today and took the game on. Jake Eime and Oscar were busting through the packs and with
a bit more polish on their delivery we will be hard to stop this year.
On a positive note, the boys are showing some glimpses of what they can do. Some of the link ups when we did
have space was brilliant.
So this takes me back to the start of this game wrap. Was not doing any goal kicking at training a good idea? 4
goals 8 behinds would suggest not. Guess what Tuesday night at training will involve? Until next week.

Under 10 Blue
Today our young Kookaburras took on Payneham Black, at home
on the top oval.
In footy there will be plenty of times where you are up against
tough opposition and the test of integrity and pride in your guernsey
is to front up and produce your best in the face of adversity. That's
the challenge, and we need to embrace that challenge.
We showed on a number of occasions today that we can produce
football which is competitive. How good was the urgent, high pressure defence in the opposition goal square!! And what a chain of
kicks and marks through the centre of the ground.
Preston and Malakai were joint Captains today. Both are starting to
have an impact on games. Preston is working on his centre tap
work and he got his hands on the footy and laid a couple of good
tackles in the packs. Malakai is a tough little character and also
found himself in and around the footy. He had quite a few nice
touches and with a few more games and training, he'll find more
time and space to get his kick off.
Aussie was his usual workmanlike self, a kick behind the play, rebounding the footy and running hard. Robbie in a similar role is getting reward for his football development. His kicking has come on
leaps and bounds and is a real weapon.
I love the potential in all of our young boys. I look at the magnet
boar and I see a good side. Application and confidence and we'll
produce our best footy. Let's all keep our heads high and we start with a fresh slate next week.

Under 11 White
The second round of the year saw us up against Hope Valley 2. We were all looking forward to Friday night under
lights at Hope Valley, however late in the week the game was rescheduled to Sunday afternoon at home.
After a first round defeat to Salisbury North 2, we spent Monday and Wednesday nights working on some parts of
the game that had let us down.
We were good enough on the day to secure our first win for the season 2.8.20 to 1.3.9 and first for myself as a
coach. The most pleasing part from the win was watching the team put into place the things we had worked on at
training.
Our captain for the day Christopher O'Malley and vice captain Lochlan Hardie were big work horses for us. Isaac
Luders started us of in the ruck and worked his back side off all day and scored one of our goals. The other goal
scorer was Jai Callaghan, who finished off from some great teamwork. Other strong contributors for the game were
William Jones, Cooper Brown, Brayden Barnes, Zachary Pope, Liam Cattuzzo, Darcy Kelly, Owen Gwilt, Jack Lavender, Nicolas Tarca and Sawyer Smith, who we hope is feeling better after feeling the effects of his own solid
bumping and tackling of the opposition. It was good to see Mitchell Callaghan put in a great effort for his first game
after some injury through the pre-season.
Fantastic to see lots of improvement from Caleb Davey , Jake Scurrell and Cruze Heffernan. Thanks to both Jai
Arnold and Michael Tarzia who boosted our numbers with the Reds having a bye week.
It was good to see that Brody Feltrin didn't give any soccering frees this week haha.
Great team effort from the Under 11 Whites, looking forward to it continuing through the season.

Under 12 Red
Sunday we played against Payneham and celebrated Noah and Kael’s 100th games.
The boys put our team plans into effect and ensured our 100 gamers came away with a convincing win and a few
goals each.
Golden Grove – 14 goals 4 points
Payneham – 0 goals 1 point
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